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The current proposal to limit federal assistance to groups that (i) have less than 500
employees; and (ii) do not receive Medicaid reimbursement may have unintended
consequences. Intuitively, it might seem that larger nonprofit organizations excluded
by these conditions would be financially stronger, have better access to credit, and
need less financial assistance. This is probably true with respect to for-profits, but for
nonprofits—at least excluding hospitals and higher education—the reverse is likely to
be true:
• Larger nonprofits ($25 million+ annual operating budgets and roughly 500+
employees) are generally less financially strong than smaller ones. Their operating
margins are smaller. They are more reliant on “cost-minus” government funding.
They also experience the greatest cash flow burdens since the government
funding is generally paid in arrears.
• Larger nonprofits are more reliant on government funding (85% versus 50%). They
are, in effect, extensions of government in terms of the provision of the social
safety net.
• Larger nonprofits, while representing less than 20% of the organizations, employ
more than 80% of the people who work in the sector, many of whom are from the
communities served, and provide about 80% of all services.
• Many Systemically Important Nonprofit Institutions (“SINIs”)—institutions that
should be deemed “too big to fail”—delivering human services in the community
would be excluded under the proposed rules. These organizations—generally $50
million or more—are 95% government-funded. While they represent less than 5%
of the nonprofits in the nation, they do 50% of the work. The failure of any SINI
organization could have a cascading negative impact in its local community and
social safety net.
If the federal government wants to limit support to the nonprofits that really need it,
the 500 employee / Medicaid test is likely to be counter-productive.
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